
Quantum Technologies Ltd

OH BEE HAVE – vitality + well-being
Created by Nature....Unlocked by science.

Putting the power of healing into your hands

6 sprays = 1 mL

5 mL = 1 week when using at 6 sprays once a day

50 mL = 1 month when using at 6 sprays twice a day.

100 mL = 3 months when using at 6 sprays twice a day.

Key Benefits

•Restoring atomic energy systems within the body and enhancing Qi energy within

•Enhancing vitality and wellbeing

•Supporting the innate immune systems ability to defend you from pathogens

•Providing energy to support complex busy lifestyles

How to use
•Spray topically where and when needed, 4 to 10 sprays at a time.

•Massage in to obtain maximium benefits

•Proteins occur in the nm range

Ingredients
Royal jelly proteins are isolated from Manuka honey to recover the active ingredient (photo-Fenton 
chemistry and the generation of hydroxyl radicals). Over 1 billion protein particles per ml. 
Containing major royal jelly proteins, manuka anti-oxidants, minerals, and other small molecules. 
Make magic happen by restoring physics in your body as it is the physics that produces the 
chemistry that informs biology. By returning to physics (quantum biology), you can restore your 
well-being by removing the biologically damaged proteins that have accumulated damage over 
time. The hydroxyl radical turns biomolecules back into CO2 and water. This is the fundamental 
energy system used in physics of the cellular death and regeneration system. By adding topical 
foods to your skin that produces high energy, the biological regeneration system can begin again. 
Here is to a new beginning.

Independent analysis Batch QT 20.20.25

Art of complexity 
No artificial ingredients. Pure and simple as nature intended. Particles are gently recovered to retain
their biological complexity and their unique functionality.

Value to you 
28 years of scientific knowledge packaged into a bottle containing 1 billion particles per mL. Deep 
scientific knowledge in the fields of quantum biology and regenerative medicine. I have gone on my
own personal healing journey and I have used OH BEE HAVE to help me on this journey. If you 
would like to know more about my healing story go to my personal healing journey portal. Being 

https://www.ohbeehave.co.nz/pages/my-healing-journey
https://www.ohbeehave.co.nz/pages/independent-analysis-of-oh-bee-have


able to share my story with others is what has helped me to heal. I hope I can be part of your 
healing journey too.  Enjoy your journey back to health and well-being. You deserve it.

Vitality + wellbeing

Enhance your regenerative vitality using OH BEE HAVE empowering healing. The magical 
properties of the hydroxyl radical support the cellular death and regeneration system in your body. 
Have you ever considered how come biology has the ability to remain youthful? How aging occurs?
As time goes by there is no change in the size or charge of an electron and if we are made of 
electrons then why do we age? The accumulation of damage in our cells results in them not working
properly and this damage increases as we age making our cells tired and old. They need energy to 
work properly, however, ATP is one energy source used to make DNA in cells and make certain 
chemical reactions happen that need energy to work. There are two other sources of energy in 
physics occurring within your body. Radicals provide energy to catalyse the breakdown of cells 
back into CO2 and water. This process catalysed by the hydroxyl radical is part of our cellular death
and regeneration system. By reacting with the biological materials within the cell the hydroxyl 
radical removes the damaged cells and restores vitality as light is released as biophotons as bonds 
are broken within the cell. This light is used to support the regeneration and growth of neighbouring
cells. Cellular death is directly connected to cellular regeneration and the release of vital energy 
within your body as well as removing old damaged cells from the body allowing regeneration to 
occur to maintain health and well-being.

The other energy available to the human body through the physics of atoms is atomic energy. This 
atomic energy is driven by radioactive decay processes of single atoms that release photons of light 
and this provides a greater amount of healing energy to transform. The biology of transmutation 
occurs through the flow of light in the form of hydrogen within the cells of the body.

After 30 minutes spraying the magic of royal jelly protein isolated from manuka honey onto your 
skin the proteins have started to enhance your vital energy by supporting the apoptosis processes 
within your cells. The enhanced light that is released is felt as a deeper inner radiance and 
connection to the light within.

Testimonials
Product review for vitality and well being drops. I find them fabulous. I use them twice a day and 
my joints and mussels are relaxed and functional when I stand up lately I can feel my legs 
supporting me not like before they felt like jelly. I'm even starting to feel more energy in myself. I 
would highly recommend this product to any one especially to older folks. Thanks for introducing 
the product to me.

I'll write you up something soon.. but I just thought you'd like to know I'm genuinely impressed 
with your product! I have no idea how it works and I usually don't believe much in topical products 
so this product has really changed my belief in them. My partner has MS (multiple sclerosis) and it 
has removed his tingling in places and I have a prolapsed a disc in my back years ago and this really
helped to take the pain away. Thankyou so much.

I looked at your website a while ago. I shall take another look though. I find your work very 
interesting. I've managed to do twice as much gardening lol. Thank you. 
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